Paver not pictured at actual size. Eagle Bay has attempted to represent our colors as accurately as possible, but variances will naturally occur as a result of the printing and manufacturing process. In all situations, we recommend viewing the actual product before choosing a color and ordering the product.

JEFFERSON

PAVERS

Beautifully Placed Conf idence

™

Selecting a paver color is one of the most important and exciting aspects of your design. Use this swatch page to determine which color
matches your outdoor landscape style. For the most accurate color representation, visit your local Eagle Bay Dealer to request a sample.
Dealer locator tool available at EagleBayPavers.com.

SURFACE & EDGE DESIGNS
Start by choosing the overall surface and edge look you want for your hardscape project. Our pavers are manufactured to resemble many other materials
such as brick, cobblestone, natural stone, flagstone, slate, and concrete (with added sustainability, maintenance, and cost benefits). Currently, we offer
five distinct paver finishes: Antiqued, Chamfered, Traditional, Cobbled and Textured. Each finish features its own combination of surface and edge styles
designed to create a specific look and feel. Contact your dealer for current paver finish color options.
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dimpled surface

mottled surface

Eagle Bay Finish Options: “Antiqued,” “Traditional” or “Chamfered”

Eagle Bay Finish Option: “Textured”

Eagle Bay Finish Option: “Cobbled”

beveled edge

rounded edge

worn edge

Eagle Bay Finish Option: “Chamfered”

Eagle Bay Finish Options: “Traditional” or “Textured”

Eagle Bay Finish Options: “Cobbled” or “Antiqued”

EAGLE BAY STOCKED FINISHES

“chamfered”
Flat surface, beveled edge

“textured”
Dimpled surface, rounded edges

“traditional”
Flat surface, rounded edges

“antiqued”
Flat surface, worn edges
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“cobbled”
Mottled surface, worn edges

www.EagleBayPavers.com

Eagle Bay is a registered trademark of Allied Concrete Products. Allied Concrete Products is a licensed manufacturer of Anchor Wall Systems, Inc. The Anchor Build Something Beautiful logo, Aspen Stone®, Diamond® 10DS, Diamond
Pro®, Diamond Pro Stone Cut®, Highland Stone®, XL™ Cap are trademarks of Anchor Wall Systems, Inc. ©2016, Eagle Bay Inc. All rights reserved.

